


Hello sweetie! 

 High 5 to you for being here. A lot of people go 

through life avoiding themselves and wonder 

why they’re unhappy, resentful, and angry 

(amongst other things). 

 We’re going to keep it fairy simple today, but 

give yourself a bit of quiet time to do this, grab 

a cup of tea, a pen and a notebook. It’s time to 

take a little look at some of the things that 

made you who you are today.



Question 1: 

 When you were little, what did you want to be 

when you grew up?

 What job(s) did you want to have and why? 

 Try and write as much as you can. 

Try to connect to that small person inside you 

- what was so exciting about that dream 

profession? Are any feelings coming up?



Write here if you want:



Question 2: 

What sorts of things did you like to do as a kid? 

What were your favourite toys and games? 

Did you have any hobbies? 

Who did you play with? Who were your friends, 

imaginary friends or did you find yourself 

playing on your own more?



Write here if you want:



Question 3: 

 

 What are your memories of school - 

particularly high school (sorry!)? 

 

 What were your friendship groups like? 

 

 Was school easy for you or did you have any 

problems? 

 

 Were you one of the popular kids or did you try 

to be invisible and not draw attention to 

yourself?



Write here if you want:



Question 4: 

 

 What were your favourite subjects and why? Do 

you still like them now? 

 

 What was it like ‘choosing subjects’ - your 

choices and options for further study? 

 

 Did you do what you wanted? Did you choose 

what your parents wanted? Or did you go for 

the things that would ‘make money’?



Write here if you want:



Question 5: 

 

 Now be honest. It’s time to free write. Get 

everything out on paper - thoughts, feelings, 

ideas and reflections. 

 

 Think about your dream life, what you wanted to 

do as a kid and where you are at right now? 

 

Is there anything you feel you have to accomplish 

by x date / age / time? Who told you that? Where 

did you get that idea? 

 

 How far away are you from where you’d like to be?



Write here if you want:



Super Important: 

 Get everything out onto paper. It’s very 

important that you don’t keep anything inside. 

You will feel a huge relief once this is out of 

your mind and system. Pinky promise. 

 Remember, this might be the first time you have 

reflected on some of this stuff, so instead of 

holding onto any bad feelings towards yourself 

or others, just get them out, do not blame or treat 

anyone badly. You are now armed with awesome 

golden nuggets that have been hidden inside you 

all along.



So how did it go? 

I would love to hear from you! 

 Have you spotted any patterns? Did you find 

any feelings you didn’t know you were holding 

on to? 

 Was there anything you have completely missed 

and now it all makes sense? 



Write here if you want:



I'd love to hear from you! 

 hello@professionalrebel.co.uk xxx
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